
 

 

The chat discussion reproduced herein took place between the participants to the above 
noted webinar. It is being reproduced here for convenience purpose only and at the request 
of those who participated. For privacy reasons, we are only using the initials of those having 
participated in the chat (except for comments posted by panelists).   

Gowling WLG has not vetted this exchanges. It does not necessarily approve, endorse or 
agree with the comments, opinion or information found herein. The chat herein does not 
constitute advice, legal or otherwise, and should only be used as general information. 
Readers should not rely on information found herein but should seek professional advice 
tailored to their specific needs and circumstances. The exchanges herein does not create a 
solicitor/client relationship of any kind.   

CondoAdviser.ca 

Chat Discussion During CondoVirus Webinar 

Episode 8 “The Light at the End of the Tunnel” (May 06, 2020) 

M.B.: Hello everyone from beautiful downtown Toronto, just minutes from city 
hall. 

CCI Toronto:  Hello everyone 

M.B.:  :-) 

R.S.:  Any changes to strictly Necessary sections? 

K.G.:  Welcome everyone 

M.:  Dare I ask about garden committees?   

G.:  good afternoon everyone. 

K.R.:  Hello everyone from beautiful Goderich!! 

E.L.:  Here's to some light, as we enter May!!! 

J.G.:  Good afternoon 

W.G.: Good afternoon - looking forward to another enlightening discussion. 
Thanks for taking the time to present these valuable sessions! 

C.P.:  Hope everyone is staying sane and healthy! 

Y.Ddoow:  Good afternnon from Collingwood . 

C.P.:  lol 

D.P.:  The beard’s looking good, Rod 

S.C.:  Sanity is relative, after all! 
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P.: Good afternoon, and thank you for taking the time to hold these webinars.  
The information is excellent. 

B.:  Overly cautious like the Ont Dr. resp for the pandemic 

E.L.:  Cut away!!! 

llfgarby@gmail.com: Are there plans to continue Zoom meetings after the Covid-19 series? 

D.R. Greetings! We are getting pressure at our condo to change the a/c filters 
to prepare the system. We are not doing it because it would mean sending 
our super into each unit - it doesn't need to be done "now" and could risk 
our staff. 

G.:  there should be mugs☺ 

CCI Toronto:  Hi Rob!!! 

E.L.: We completed cleaning the fan coils in our building.  The company took all 
precautions.  Only about 6 units [out of 268] preferred not to have them in 
their units, and we'll schedule them later. 

B.:  superalifragilisticexpialidocious 

G.:  that sounds quite precocious 

B.:  so atrocious 

E.L.:  Pretty frisky Brian, for an accountant 

C.P.: To Diana...we opted to purchase filters and left them at suite doors for 
residents to change themselves.  We will schedule the in-suite when it is 
safe to do so. 

S.H.:  Hello Rob, nice to see you. 

L.P.: we were told changing filters is difficult and could cause injuries so we’re 
not providing them for residents to do themselves 

B.A.:  that's not me, it's Katherine 

M.C.: I promised that Rod would not have to address landscaping again. You've 
made me a liar. 

O.A.: Some cities decided that Landscaping was an essential service as it 
pertains to by-law enforcement. 
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R.S.:  does this include planting and water system start up? 

K.R.:  Car washes never closed here in Goderich! 

Lester: Does Landscaping include container gardening on rooftops or common 
terraces. 

E.L.: Automatic hands free carwashes were always open, with gas stations.  
The ones that can now open are the hand washes 

Dino:  Can you give an example of one of below grade and above grade? 

P.:: Car washes, will that include ones that are located within Condominium 
garages? 

J.F.: There has been an increase in fire and floods since COVID.  This has 
certainly been an issue in my building. In my annual discussion with my 
insurance company to discuss my policy, he recommended I obtain a copy 
of my condos 'Master Insurance Policy' annually.  Is there a cost to this? 
Is this something that you are familiar with? 

K.R.:  Hand wash car washes never closed here in Goderich. 

G.: below grade is if work is foundation or foundation level.  above is 
construction at ground level and up. 

F.A.:  David: Please define what you mean by smaller AGMs? 

CCI Toronto:  Woodstock?  You just lost all the millennials. 

D. Plotkin: Pure speculation, to be honest. I cant define a "small AGM." We really dont 
know what it will look like right now. It's a framework from the provincial 
govt without dates and details  

CCI Toronto:  It might be a hybrid AGM, some virtual and some in person. 

D. Plotkin:  Hybrid model is certainly interesting! 

J.B.: If residents sign waivers for use of gym at their own risk, is that a good 
idea? 

Tania: Factor in the cost of the additional cleaning and sanitization requirements 
when opening amenities. 

P.: Will opening amenities mean security to ensure social distancing, 
additional cleaners to keep commonly touched surfaces cleaned, spacing 
seating accordingly, etc? 
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G.: wouldn't the cost of cleaning skyrocket because you'd have to sanitize the 
areas more than once a day, no? 

P.: And, having residents sign waivers accepting the risk of using the 
facilities? 

Dino: If your superintendent doesn’t want to use a mask for the day to day 
activities, does the Board or Management need to get something in writing 
from the super? 

K.G.: As employers, we look to remove or prevent hazards, before employees 
are protected through personal protective equipment.  This is a legal 
obligation. 

M.B.:  Can we get these slides separately? We are planning for reopening now. 

K.L.E.:  Have all users wipe down after touching anything. 

R. Escayola:  The slides will be posted on CondoAdviser.ca 

I.I.: Will it be legal to, for example, permit use of amenities based on an 
“immunity passport”, should testing become available and accepted as 
reliable in the future? 

E.L.:  Cannot depend on users.   Only takes one to not care... 

K.G.: Do note that currently, the provincial order requires closure of amenities 
(despite our discussion of risk assessments for reopening). 

M.S.:  Don’t understand graphic. Surely PPE is most effective control 

K.G.: Personal Protective Equipment is considered the least effective means of 
ensuring the safety of an employee. 

Matilde:  FMEA! 

Matilde:  Developed at NASA for moon missions. 

K.G.: There are things that can be done instead to remove the hazard.  Personal 
Protective Equipment is only to be used when there are not other 
alternatives to offer employees protection. 

M.S.:  Hmm Thanks, Katherine 

I.B.: How should contractors be instructed to meet these procedures. Should 
they sign off? 
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K.G.: To learn more about health and safety you might consider looking at online 
tools (there are free courses available).  The concept that Jason is 
discussing is a framework used for evaluation of all workplace hazards.  
To liken this approach to our current environment makes the most sense. 
(and covers your liabilities) 

CCI Toronto: If an owner signs a waiver it does not prevent a persons family from taking 
action. 

I.I.: You probably can’t legally waive any health and safety rights and 
responsibilities. 

Lester: What about community rooms or terraces can they be opened and what 
requirements are needed. 

S. Hodis:  it is cheaper to make it safe first than defend a lawsuit later 

G. Macpherson: Sonja raises a very, very good point! 

J.M.: What about outdoor pools and BBQ areas - can they be opened and what 
requirements are needed 

CCI Toronto:  Sonja only makes good points. 

G. Macpherson: [insert thumbs up and sunglasses emoji here] 

B.:  can you pay "with prejudice"? 

Dino: if the PM doesn’t managed the new process properly, can they be liable 
and not the Condo Corporation? 

Matilde:  Can contracts have different payment terms? 

Matilde:  e.g. 60 days instead of 30 days? 

K.G.: I believe the right way forward (on reopening amenities) is to communicate 
your risk assessment perspective to home owners and to open 
accordingly.  It is less about timing and more about ensuring safety.    The 
same evaluation will be used for each amenity space.  The risks for each 
might be quite different. 

K.G.: Electronic payments?  Brian's going to talk financial controls for electronic 
payments! 

I.I.: Some amenities are also revenue generating so that is also a 
consideration, second to health and safety of course. 
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K.G.: Financial controls: segregation of duties - 1 person doesn't order, raise a 
cheque, sign for payment 

W.G.: Strongly agree that any electronic payment system has to at least support 
and preferably enhance controls, segregation of duties, and audit trail. 

K.G.:  lien process must be maintained 

CCI Toronto: Recorded proof of receipt of goods or services is a critical component of 
procurement. 

K.G.:  financial statements should be produced monthly 

K.G.:  NO CASH PAYMENTS 

K.G.: Financial controls: Accounts payable and accounts receivable should be 
segregated. 

J.T.: You cannot specifically contract out of the payment terms (ie 60 days 
payments). There are some specific allowances for these adjustments, 
however, it's best to ensure your project is permitted to make these 
changes in tnew act 

CCI Toronto: Client boards expect that the manager has processes in place and will not 
entertain increases for being more efficient. 

J.T.: Prompt Payment applies to ALL construction projects, regardless of 
whether there is an official contract or not 

B.C.: many residents are starting to request that people who clean their suites 
be allowed in, as well as terrace and balcony cleaning. anyone faced with 
this now? 

D.R.  Yes but we are still being restrictive. 

J.T.: Owner's and contractors can agree to a specific, non-monthly invoice 
schedule, but once the invoice is submitted, the timelines apply 

C.S.: electronic transfers OK but what about owners who do not use computers 
and pay all bills by cheque? 

CCI Toronto: The good news is that the OHSA processes that we've been pushing for 
all these years are now being paid attention to. 

CCI Toronto:  Be careful Rob, your boss is listening! 

K.G.:  Hydro rates! 
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K.G.: 1. electricity rates: Time of Use on peak, mid peak, off peak (most single 
family homes) half of condos 

K.G.: 2. HOEP+ GA 40% of condos "commercial rate" hourly price with global 
adjustments (based on the costs of electricity production) 

K.G.:  3. RPP the rest of condoland 

K.G.:  TOU rate decrease extended - only charged at the off peak rate 

M.C.:  There was a recent order regarding rates under RPP as well. 

K.G.:  RPP and HOEP+GA: "catchup" 

K.G.:  THANKS ROB! genius! 

J. Taylor: Recent government freeze on Global adjustment at 11.2 is higher than our 
March Bill. How does that work. 

User:  Rob...what are the 2 things...I am one of th HOEP condos.. 

S.C.: Do you need a bylaw for virtual meetings and a second one for electronic 
voting? 

E.L.:  Yes 

P.::  I thought not at this time. 

J. Milgrom:  This could be done through one combined by-law that covers both topics. 

E.L.:  Temporarily not now, by order in council 

S.C.:  Thanks you! 

E.L.:  IF??? 

J.B.:  Hybrid meetings? 

D. Plotkin: If you don't need to call your AGM, maybe you shouldn't. If you do call it, 
you'll need legal advice. It's complicated!  

F.A.: If a Requisition for a meeting is asked for by an owner at this time, can it 
be delayed? 

N.M.: Would someone please clarify whether or not we can open the car wash 
in our underground garage. 
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C.P.: This is tricky.  With everyone home, more and more residents are 
complaining about their neighbours. 

J.A.: Oh too bad that the issue is how long the Board members remain on 
without AGM for re election 

J.A.:  above comment did not get addressed 

R. Escayola:  Do share, Rob!   

R. Escayola:  We'd love to put a link to it on Condo Adviser. 

K.G.: a director's term ends at the Annual General Meeting (right now, that is 
legitimately extended based on the emergency order). 

J.A.:  Thank you. 

S. Hodis:  and wood construction does not help deal with the noise complaints 

R. Escayola: Angela: there are no restriction (in the Act) on how many terms a director 
can run for. But a corporation's bylaw can set some limitations 

R. Escayola:  (But why would you?) 

D.H.: Thank you for taking time to hold these webinars. It is very well 
appreciated. 

M.K.:  Thanks 

E.L.:  Yes, thanks very much... 

P.:: This was excellent information.  Thank you so much and see you next 
week. 

P.S.:  Thank you! 

A.G.:  well done - thank you  

L.P.L.:  Thank you again for great information and sharing. 

D.P.:  Thanks Rod and panelists.  This is great 

Rodica:  Thank you 

CCI Toronto:  Great job as usual everyone.  I'm taking away some ideas again! 

M.K.:    rule#1 practice safe six 
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M.M.:  Thanks once again for a very informative session 

F.:  Thank you everyone. As always, really informative. 

G.:  thank you all, have a great week.  keep well. 

Lester:  Thanks. Lots to take in tonight. 

K.M.:  great speakers and topics..thank you all 

C.:  Thank you all again!!  I love my building even more, if that was possible :) 

M.B.:  Great panel. Great conversations. Post this thread. 

llfgarby@gmail.com: Thanks again! 

S. Hodis:  Katherine - as always the voice of reason 

P.:  Mary got extra time, good job Katherine!! :) 

I.I.:  Here, here Denise! 

L.L.:  Thank you ever so much. 

J.:  Thanks everyone and look forward to next week's webinar 

C.M.:  Thank you all for sharing your expertise on a weekly basis!  

L.:  Thanks so much....Enlightening 

P.T.: Great work this week again.  I cannot wait for next week's webinar.  Stay 
safe. 

J.A.:  Thank you.  Goodnight 

A.:  thanks for the lols 

C. Willis:  Thank you all. Look forward to next week 

M.:  Thanks. everyone 

B.A.:  thank you 

S.S.:  Thanks 

V.K.:  Thank you panelists. Looking forward to next week.  

B.A.:  thank you 
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J.:  Good night all 

K.G.:  Thanks everyone!  Have a terrific night. 

E.L.:  And to all a good night! 


